
Celebrity  Exes:  Amber  Heard
Says Johnny Depp Accused Her
of  Cheating  with  Channing
Tatum & Leo DiCaprio

By Alycia Williams

In latest celebrity news, Johnny Depp accused his ex-wife
Amber Heard of having multiple affairs with her co-stars while
they were married. According to UsMagazine.com, after their
celebrity break-up, Depp has accused Heard of having affairs
with  Eddie  Redmayne,  James  Franco,  Jim  Sturgess,  Kevin
Costner,  Liam  Hemsworth,  Billy  Bob  Thornton,  Channing
Tatum,  and  Kelli  Garner.  Depp  has  also  claimed  that  the
actress had a affair with Leonardo DiCaprio after she once
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auditioned with him. “He would taunt me about it especially
when he was drunk or high and had derogatory nicknames for
every one of my male costars he considered a sexual threat,”
Heard  continued.  “Leonardo  DiCaprio  was  ‘pumpkin-head,’
Channing Tatum was ‘potato-head’ and ‘Jim Turd Sturgess.’”

These celebrity exes are battling
it  out  in  court,  and
accusations are being thrown around
in the process. What are some ways
to keep your split amicable?

Cupid’s Advice: 

While break-ups can tend to be messy, especially when coming
out of a long term relationship it’s important to try to keep
things as clean as possible. If you’re looking for ways to
keep your split amicable, Cupid has some advice for you:

1. Don’t talk negatively about your ex: It’ll be hard to be
friendly with your ex if you’re talking negatively about them
or vice versa. Make sure all the comments you make about your
ex is positive and if you have nothing nice to say, don’t say
anything.

Related Link: Celebrity Exes: Jessie J Shares Sweet Birthday
Tribute to Channing Tatum Weeks After Split

2. Wish the best for them: Part of splitting amicably is
wanting  the  best  for  your  ex  in  life.  Secretly  wishing
negativity on them is going to show through your actions.
Sincerely want the best for them and that’s what will show
through your actions.

Related Link: Celebrity Exes: Kristen Stewart Is ‘So Happy’ Ex
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Robert Pattinson is Batman

3. Don’t blame your ex: When things go wrong in a relationship
it can be easy to place the blame of your break-up on your ex.
Don’t blame anyone for your past relationship, it’s nobody’s
fault, not everyone is meant for one another.

What are some more ways to keep your split amicable? Start
a conversation in the comments below! 

New  Celebrity  Couple:
Shailene  Woodley  Makes
Relationship  with  Rugby
Player Ben Volavola Instagram
Official
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By Jessica Gomez

In celebrity news, there is a new celebrity couple in town!
Shailene Woodley is in a relationship with Ben Volavola. The
celebrity couple made it official on Instagram, according to
People.com. Woodley and her Rugby playing beau indulged in
some PDA in her Instagram story, Wednesday. The new couple was
kissing and flaunting their date night in photos on social
media. The love birds were in France, attending the Valentino
Haute Couture Spring Summer 2018 show for Paris Fashion Week.

There’s a new celebrity couple in
town! What are some creative ways
to announce your new relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

A new relationship is exciting, and although many of us want
privacy, we don’t want secrecy. In a world where social media
is what seems to connect us the most, it is one of the main
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platforms where people share big news. Cupid has some tips on
cute, creative ways to announce your new relationship via
social media:

1. PDA post of an awesome date: Showing some PDA during a
creative date with your girl or beau is super cute! And it’s a
creative way to briefly show the type of couple you are, so
pick the right “stage” for your photo. Some fun adorable dates
to choose from are: going for a romantic swim or boat ride,
camping,  a  picnic,  taking  a  class  together  (any  kind),  a
getaway or road trip, and DIY project you are both working on.
The list is endless! If the pressure of a photo of you both on
a date is a little too much for you, you can also try taking
an adorable, endearing photo or a stunning one of you both
side by side looking your best — talk about couple goals!
Ariana Grande and Mac Miller took the endearing approach,
posting a cuddled up photo, while Elon Musk and Amber Heard
went for the looking beautiful together.

Related  Link:  Danica  Patrick  Confirms  She’s  Dating  Aaron
Rogers

2. A photo of your other half taken by you: You can also post
a random photo you’ve taken of your lover for a shocking
affect, have your followers like “What?!” Imagine, a random
photo of someone else popping up on your news feed, to then
realize who it was posted by — Cute. Celebrity couple Zachary
Quinto and Miles McMillan took a similar approach when Quinto
posted a photo of McMillan staring right at the camera along
with a caption on missing him. Adorbs!

Related Link: Olivia Munn Denies She’s Dating Chris Pratt &
Shares Texts with Anna Faris

3. A discreet photo: Want to tease? Want to just show you’re
tied down but don’t want to share with who just yet? Share
your relationship in a teasing manner then, like Jennifer
Lopez and Alex Rodriguez for example. Jlo shared a photo on
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Instagram of the couples’ sneakers while rumors of them dating
were floating around — discreet huh? Other ways to do it are
to snap photos of your hands or a photo taken of your back
sides, let people guess who you’re with, if you’re into it.

What  are  some  ways  you  or  your  partner  shared  the  new
relationship  news?  Comment  below!

Amber  Heard  Donates  $7
Million  From  Celebrity
Divorce Settlement to Charity
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By Stephanie Sacco

There’s huge celebrity news surrounding Amber Heard’s divorce
settlement in the amount of $7 million (the full amount) being
donated to charity. The news across the nation is that Heard
and husband Johnny Depp reached a divorce settlement outside
of court. According to People.com, Heard released a statement
saying, “As described in the restraining order and divorce
settlement, money played no role for me personally and never
has, except to the extent that I could donate it to charity
and, in doing so, hopefully help those less able to defend
themselves.”  The  money  will  go  to  various  charities,  but
particularly  to  women  dealing  with  violence.  Now  this
celebrity couple can officially part ways as celebrity exes.

This  celebrity  divorce  actually
ended  up  doing  some  good  in  the
community.  What  are  some  ways  to
make your divorce a good thing?

Cupid’s Advice:

Divorce  can  be  really  messy  and  a  really  long  process.
Sometimes it can do more harm than good. Cupid is here to
help:

1. Close the chapter: Divorce can lead to a fresh start and a
new beginning. Instead of dwelling on the past relationship,
be open to a new one. Focus on the future and what’s to come;
instead of thinking of it as a door opening, think of a new
one opening.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Amber Heard Withdraws Request
for Spousal Support from Johnny Depp

2. Less stress: After the grueling nights and the constant
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fights, you can finally put it to bed. The time it took you to
finalize the divorce is finally over and you can lift that
weight off your shoulders. Take the time to do something for
yourself and unwind.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Find Out How Johnny Depp & Amber
Heard Are Preparing for Trial

3. Single and ready to mingle: You’ve got your independence
back! It doesn’t mean go out the next day and meet husband
number two, but have some fun. Enjoy your single status and
have a little fun. Take your girls out and remember what it’s
like to be free.

How do you have a positive divorce? Comment below!

Celebrity News: Find Out How
Johnny Depp & Amber Heard Are
Preparing for Trial
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By Mallory McDonald

What was once a strong Hollywood celebrity couple has turned
into a nightmare in a very public celebrity divorce. With
accusations from Amber Heard, Johnny Depp’s soon to be ex
wife, of spousal abuse, the divorce is headed to the court
room. The two must prepare for a brutal trial, with strong
testimonies  from  both  sides.  According
to EOnline.com, documents claim Heard’s close friends, Raquel
Pennington and her boyfriend Joshua Drew “will testify to
personal  observations  relating  to  incidents  of  domestic
violence  by  [Johnny]  including,  but  not  limited  to,  the
domestic violence incident which occurred on May 21, 2016.”
Despite the constant drama that has surround these celebrity
exes, both Depp and Heard seem ready for it all to be over. A
source said, “Amber is ready to move forward and wants people
to know the truth.” Another source, said to be close to Heard,
told E!, “Johnny doesn’t want the divorce dragged out longer
than it has to be. In addition, he wants things finalized as
quickly as possible.” It looks like these two are ready to put
the drama to bed, and begin with a fresh start.
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This  celebrity  news  has  drama
written all over it. What are some
ways  to  keep  divorce  drama  to  a
minimum?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Taking a divorce to trial spells nothing but drama. Cupid has
some tips to try and avoid this for yourself:

1.  Communicate:  Communication  is  key,  not  just  in  a
relationship, but in its end. Finding a way to talk to your
your  ex  after  the  relationship  is  more  challenging  then
during. But, if you can find a way to talk to them about what
you need from the split and what they are looking for it can
alleviate a lot of the drama.

Related Link: Johnny Depp Files To Keep Celebrity Divorce
Proceedings Private

2. Remember the good: There was a point in your life where you
thought this person was your soulmate. Try to remember the
qualities in that person that lead you to feel this way. This
can make you feel less angst towards the person and reduce the
drama.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Amber Heard Withdraws Request
For Spousal Support From Johnny Depp

3. See both sides: It is hard to remember there are two sides
of a divorce. It can be easy to just see your side, because of
the hurt the divorce has caused you. But if you can remember
the other person involved is probably feeling the same way as
you, it becomes easier to put yourself in their shoes and come
to an understanding.
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What were the ways you tried to keep the peace during your
divorce? Comment below.

Johnny  Depp  Files  to  Keep
Celebrity Divorce Proceedings
Private

By Cortney Moore

Johnny Depp is making celebrity news once more with his motion
for privacy in his celebrity divorce against Amber Heard. The
couple  surprised  everyone  when  they  ended  their  celebrity
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relationship back in May, and since then, there have been
rocky court hearings. According to UsMagazine.com, Depp filed
for confidentiality on July 15, with papers that state, “All
documents produced by [Depp] in this action and/or any third
parties subpoenaed in this action … shall be designated as
‘Confidential Information’ herein.” Sources close to Depp say
his desire for privacy comes after Heard’s request to obtain
personal and financial documentation. “Amber has inexplicably
refused to sign any agreement to maintain confidentiality in
this  action,”  Depp’s  filing  claims.  “Johnny  is  therefore
asking the Court to issue a protective order.” Despite Heard’s
claims that their celebrity relationship was abusive, Depp
seems to be handling the divorce proceedings well.

This  celebrity  divorce  is
definitely going to be one for the
books. What are some ways to keep
the  details  of  your  divorce
private?

Cupid’s Advice:

Divorces are never fun, especially with the court proceedings
that are required for a legal separation. At times, people
will ask how you’re holding up and may want to know the
details of your divorce. At no point are you obligated to
provide an explanation. Let Cupid help you keep the details of
your divorce private:

1. Privacy lawyers: The best way to ensure that details of
your divorce will not leave the courtroom is by hiring a
lawyer who takes confidentiality seriously. Find a lawyer who
is good at what they do, and will put your needs first. You
don’t want a lawyer who will use your case to bolster their
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public profile.

Related Link: Bethenny Frankel Is ‘Ecstatic’ After Finalizing
Celebrity Divorce

2.  Spousal  collaboration:  Another  great  way  to  keep  your
divorce  private  is  to  communicate  this  desire  with  your
spouse. Working together to maintain privacy will help keep
sensitive details from escaping into the public. Even if your
relationship ended on bad terms, privacy may be a top priority
you both can agree on.

Related Link: Relationship Advice: What NOT to Do In Your
Marriage, Thanks to Celebs

3. Loose lips sink ships: The absolute best way to make sure
that details of your divorce remain private is by keeping it
all to yourself. Though you may want to talk to close friends,
family, or even coworkers about what you’re going through,
don’t let them know sensitive information. Sharing details
opens the chance for rumors and changed opinions that could
hurt your case, which is the exact opposite of what you want.

Have you ever been divorced? Did you try to keep details
private? Tell us your stories in the comment section below.

Celebrity  News:  Amber  Heard
Withdraws Request for Spousal
Support from Johnny Depp
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By Stephanie Sacco

Celebrity couple Amber Heard and Johnny Depp have had a rocky
couple of weeks. Since Heard filed for divorce, it’s gone
downhill for this pair. With the accusations that Depp abused
his wife, a restraining order was put in play, as well as a
request  for  spousal  support.  According  to  UsMagazine.com,
Heard’s lawyer recently withdrew her request for temporary
spousal support from Depp. She said it was being “used against
me  to  distract  and  divert  the  public  away  from  the  very
serious real issue of domestic violence.” At the same time,
Depp  had  started  to  sell  his  Basquiat  art  collection,
contributing to more rumors about the soon-to-be celebrity
exes financial situation. A source told Us, “This isn’t about
money.” And then, “All Amber did was try to get out of a
marriage because she was suffering from abuse.” In celebrity
news, it’s looking like it’s going to be a he-said-she-said,
but we’ll have to wait for the trial.
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This celebrity news has us thinking
the drama between Johnny and Amber
could go on for a while yet. What
are some ways to keep your split
cordial?

Cupid’s Advice:

It’s never fun to break up, and it’s even worse when there’s
tons of drama associated with it. Cupid has some tips to keep
things smooth and cordial:

1. Stay friends: The best way to stay cordial is to stay
close.  If  the  break-up  isn’t  messy  and  you  can  make  a
friendship work, then try it. There’s no harm in trying to
stay friends.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Beyonce & Jay-Z Remove Wedding
Rings Amid Reports of Marital Problems

2. Keep your distance: If friendship isn’t the way to go, then
completely cut ties. The only way to get over a bad break-up
is to move on from it. When there’s bad blood, it’s difficult
to keep things positive so don’t even bother.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Taylor Swift Reportedly Wanted a
‘Future’ with Calvin Harris

3. Be cordial: The only way to be cordial, is to be cordial.
You don’t have to be friends or enemies, but just friendly. A
casual ‘hello’ or ‘how are you?’ will suffice.

Do you know how best to keep a split cordial? Comment below!
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Celebrity  News:  Johnny  Depp
Selling  Multimillion  Dollar
Art Collection Amid Divorce

By Stephanie Sacco

Celebrity couple Johnny Depp and Amber Heard are all over the
news right now amid their celebrity divorce. In celebrity news
and  gossip,  Depp  may  be  trying  to  make  a  few  extra
bucks. According to UsMagazine.com, Depp is auctioning off
nine  pieces  from  his  Basquiat  art  collection  at
Christie’s.  This  deal  has  been  in  the  works  since  the
beginning of the year, but has recently come out as celebrity
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news. Depp says of his art, “Nothing can replace the warmth
and immediacy of Basquiat’s poetry, or the absolute questions
and truths that he delivered.” Seems like it was a difficult
decision  to  part  with  these  antiques.  He  continues,  “The
beautiful and disturbing music of his paintings, the cacophony
of his silence that attacks our senses, will live far beyond
our breath.” Let’s hope he made the right decision.

This  celebrity  news  has  us
wondering  about  ulterior  motives.
What  are  some  ways  to  make  sure
your partner is honest?

Cupid’s Advice:

Being honest with your partner is vital to the growth of the
relationship. If you don’t think your partner is being honest
with you, there’s a serious problem. Cupid is here to help:

1.  Communication:  Communication  is  key  in  a  relationship.
Opening up and knowing where you stand with your partner is
important. Pay close attention to his motives if you have
doubts and ask him straight up.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Text Experts Says Amber Heard
Text Exchange with Johnny Depp’s Assistant Is Authentic

2. Trust: If you can’t trust your partner, then don’t waste
your time. Your partner needs to be there for you always and
if he’s not being trustworthy, then he’s not the one. Keep
your eyes peeled for moments of distrust.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Rob Kardashian Deletes Instagram
Photos & Blac Chyna Hints at Break-Up

3. Be open: It’s only fair if you’re honest back. Make sure
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you’re open and honest to your partner in return. There has to
be a balance between the two of you otherwise it’s not going
to work.

Do you know how to have an honest relationship? Comment below!

Celebrity News: Text Experts
Says  Amber  Heard  Text
Exchange  with  Johnny  Depp’s
Assistant Is Authentic
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By Nicole Caico

Amber Heard recently filed for divorce from Johnny Depp. The
news of the celebrity divorce surfaced just before claims of
domestic  abuse  arose.  Heard  claims  that  the  celebrity
relationship had been violent. According to People.com, the
alleged  text  exchange  between  Amber  Heard  and  Depp’s
assistant, Stephen Deuters, was analyzed by tech specialist,
Kevin Cohen, who confirmed the authenticity, “On Sunday, June
5,  2016,  I  was  asked  to  examine  iPhone  backups  of  Amber
Heard,” he said. “It was her normal routine to sync her iPhone
on the computer. I forensically imaged and examined the device
containing Ms. Heard’s iPhone backups, and I conclude that the
backups are authentic.”

In celebrity news, Johnny Depp is
under  fire  for  assaulting  Amber
Heard. What are some ways to seek
help in a violent relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Domestic violence is extremely serious. Hollywood couples are
not isolated from the reality of abuse, and neither are normal
couples. Domestic violence is to be treated seriously and
stopped as soon as possible in any situation:

1. Tell someone you know: A good place to start when seeking
help in a violent relationship is to tell someone close to
you, that you trust, what is happening. Talking about the
violence that you have been dealing with alone can help you
come to terms with the situation, and allow the person you
tell to support you.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Amber Heard Files for Celebrity
Divorce from Johnny Depp

http://cupidspulse.com/109673/nicole-caico/
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2.  Call  a  hotline:  There  are  several  domestic  violence
hotlines,  both  state  and  national.  Either  search  for  the
hotline you would like to call, or have someone make the
search and the call for you. How you choose to go about this
is a personal choice varies case by case. If you or someone
you  know  is  a  victim  of  domestic  violence,  here  is  one
national  hotline  that  you  can
call:  http://www.thehotline.org,  1-800-799-7233.

Related Link: Amber Heard Talks Johnny Depp: ‘Not Part of My
Professional Life’

3. Get police involved: This is probably the most extreme
route to take, but can be extremely necessary. If you have no
other way to protect yourself, get authorities involved.

If you have a story about overcoming domestic violence, share
it with us. Comment below!

Celebrity  News:  Amber  Heard
Files  for  Celebrity  Divorce
from Johnny Depp
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By Stephanie Sacco

Amber Heard and Johhny Depp have called it quits, resulting in
another  celebrity  divorce  this  year.  According  to
UsMagazine.com, this celebrity couple met on the set of the
film The Rum Diary where they played love interests. Sparks
flew but they were both in committed relationships at the
time. They didn’t get together for another year, but within
two years of their celebrity relationship, they were engaged.
Unfortunately the marriage was short lived, and Heard has
filed for divorce.

In celebrity news, this celebrity
duo is no more! What are some ways
to  cope  with  a  fresh  divorce
announcement?

Cupid’s Advice:

Going through divorce is no fun, and when you have to announce

http://cupidspulse.com/109033/stephanie-sacco/
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it to your friends and family, there will no doubt be some
fall-out involving questions and compassion. Cupid has some
tips on how to cope:

1. A little help from your friends: Go out or stay in with
some gal pals. Girls stick together during times like these
and can help get you through it. If rom-coms aren’t helping,
rent a horror movie!

Related Link: Celebrity News: Harry Styles Has Awkward Run-In
with Celebrity Ex Taylor Swift’s BFF

2. Moving on: Eventually you’ll be ready to try again with
someone new and your ex will be so far in the past. Go on
various dates and play the field a little. There’s nothing
wrong with seeing what else is out there.

Related Link: Celebrity Divorce: Yolanda Foster & David Foster
Announce Split

3. Honesty: If rumors are affecting you because your divorce
announcement went public, tell the real story. Explain to
people that you are fine and that the divorce will only make
you stronger. Don’t feel awkward or cornered by the news.
Instead, embrace it.

How would you cope with a divorce? Comment below!

20 Hollywood Couples With A
Big Age Gap
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Stephen Moyer and Anna Paquin

These  sexy  stars  of  'True  Blood'  wed  in  2010,  paying  no
attention to their 12-year age gap. Moyer is 45 years old, and
Paquin is 33 years old. Photo: Juan Rico/FAMEFLYNET PICTURES

New  Celebrity  Couple  Alert!
Ryan  Adams  is  Dating  Amber
Heard’s Sister, Whitney

https://cupidspulse.com/90015/new-celebrity-couple-ryan-adams-whitney-heard/
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By Meranda Yslas

Hollywood has a new celebrity couple! Singer Ryan Adams is now
dating singer Amber Heard’s younger sister, Whitney Heard,
according to People.com. Just two months earlier, Adams and
actress  Mandy  Moore  officially  announced  their  celebrity
divorce. Although the celebrity couple had been married for
almost  six  years  before  the  split,  they  were  going  their
separate ways beforehand. One insider shared, “They really
were just two very different people. He’s such an introvert,
and she may not want her life out there every day, but she’s
so sweet and friendly and social. Total opposites.”

It  looks  like  former  celebrity
couple Ryan Adams and Mandy Moore
are going their separate ways! How
do you know when you’re ready to

http://cupidspulse.com/celebrity-relationships/dating-love/
http://www.people.com/article/ryan-adams-dating-amber-heard-sister-whitney


move on from a past love?

Cupid’s Advice:

Moving onto a new relationship and love is exciting! However,
if you find yourself constantly thinking about your ex, maybe
you’re not quite ready to start something new. If you need
some reassurance that you’re over your old fling, here are
some signs:

1. Thinking of the future: What do you imagine your life
being like in the next three months? Year? Five Years? If in
these fantasies and future goals, your ex partner isn’t in
them, it’s safe to say that you’ve moved on from him.

Related Link: Mandy Moore and Ryan Adams File for Celebrity
Divorce After 6 Years of Marriage

2. You’ve stopped talking about them: It’s a tell-tale sign
that you aren’t over your ex if you find any excuse to bring
up their name. Some simple relationship advice: if you want to
forget about a past love, don’t constantly remind yourself of
it.

Related Link: Mandy Moore and Ryan Adams Celebrate 5-Year
Anniversary

3. Excited for love: If you can picture yourself in a new
relationship  with  different  people,  then  your  ex  isn’t  a
problem anymore. You are free from any lingering feelings that
may  have  stopped  you  from  grabbing  fro-yo  with  your  cute
coworker.

How did you know you were ready to move on from a past love?
Share below!
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Johnny Depp and Amber Heard
Have  Celebrity  Wedding  at
Home  Before  Heading  to
Bahamas

By Maggie Manfredi

Wedding  bells  rang  early!  According  to
UsMagazine.com, celebrity couple Johnny Depp and Amber Heard
got hitched at Depp’s home in Hollywood before heading to the
Bahamas where they were supposed to originally tie the knot.
These  costars  turned  lovebirds  just  couldn’t  wait  to  be

https://cupidspulse.com/86253/johnny-depp-amber-heard-celebrity-wedding-home-bahamas/
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husband and wife! A source gave details on the nuptials, “It
will be a really simple ceremony. Things are in a great place
with them.” This celebrity wedding is the second for Depp and
the first for Heard. The now married celebrity couple have
been together since 2011 and are very happy together.

Celebrity couples have the ability
to  indulge  in  lavish  celebrity
wedding ideas but many of us don’t
have  that  luxury.  What  are  some
ways to make your wedding tropical
without going to the Bahamas?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Your wedding is a day you will no doubt remember for the rest
of your life. That being said, we don’t all have unlimited
funds to make it lavish like many famous couples. Cupid has
some tips on how to make your wedding tropical like Amber
Heard and Johnny Depp’s without going to the Bahamas:

1. Decor: You want to be in paradise, and it starts with the
presentation! Using items like sand and seashells will give
the illusion that you are by the seaside. You can even make
your  drinks  topical  by  serving  margaritas  or  daiquiris.
Consider making your wedding favor fit with the theme, too.

Related Link: Johnny Depp Confirms Engagement to Amber Heard
Again

2. Color scheme: Here is where you can really bring in the
elements in your own way. Using turquoise will remind you of
the beautiful water in the Bahamas, Coral will take you to
paradise  at  sunset.  Colors  can  come  into  play  in  linens,

http://cupidspulse.com/72801/johnny-depp-confirms-engagement-amber-heard/
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wardrobe and place settings.

Related: Neil Patrick Harris and David Burtka Share Italian
Wedding Photo

3. Invites and thank yous: Have them included in your very own
paradise from start to finish. Carry out the beach theme in
your invitations and thank you notes for a quality finishing
touch.

How do you bring paradise to your party? Share your ideas
below!

Johnny  Depp  Confirms
Engagement  to  Amber  Heard
Again
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By Sanetra Richards

Johnny Depp has been hit by Cupid’s arrow and is not afraid to
show it! The 50-year-old actor confirmed on his appearance at
the Today Show that he is nothing short of head over heels for
actress fiancée, Amber Heard. According to UsMagazine.com, he

gushed about Heard during the April 4th interview, saying,
“She’s a wonderful girl. She’s sharp as a tack. A southern
belle and sweet as can be, and very good to me.” He also
explained  he  has  been  wearing  a  woman’s  engagement  ring,
whilst a source told Us that it actually belonged to Heard but
was too big: “The fact that I’m wearing a chick’s ring on my
finger is probably a dead giveaway. Not very subtle.”

What  are  some  ways  to  show  your  excitement  about  your
relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

You are not ashamed in letting the world and your partner know
that you are more than happy to be with him or her. If
possible, you would shout it out at the highest mountain top.

http://www.usmagazine.com/celebrity-news/news/johnny-depp-fiancee-amber-heard-is-a-southern-belle-shes-good-for-me-201434


In the meantime, you would rather show your joy and gratitude
in other ways, but not exactly sure how to. Here are a few of
Cupid’s tips:

1. Speak of your partner: This will come naturally if you are
happy with your significant other. You will find yourself
wanting to bring up their characteristics that make you blush
or have butterflies. For instance, if they are sincere in
helping others, you may want to let others know.

Related: Johnny Depp and Amber Heard Are Engaged: Find Out Why

2. Compliment daily: Giving your partner a few kind words here
and there is a reminder of what you like about them. It also
reminds you of why you are in the relationship. Keeping the
flame  lit  is  a  way  to  keep  the  connection  fresh  and
exhilarating!

Related:  Amber  Heard  Talks  Johnny  Depp:  ‘Not  Part  of  My
Professional Life’

3.  Inform  others:  Share  with  everyone  that  you  are  now
committed. Tell family, friends, even the neighbors! Do not be
afraid to broadcast it (unless you all have mutually agreed to
let it remain a secret). Remember: If the highest mountain top
were accessible, you would do it.

How do you show your excitement about your relationship? Share
below.

Celebrity Couple Predictions:
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Amber Heard, Kaley Cuoco and
Hilary Duff

By: Shoshi

For  today’s  column,  let’s  take  a  look  at  three  celebrity
couples  who  have  made  headlines  lately  for  shocking
relationship moves — whether it’s a surprise engagement, a
quickie marriage after a whirlwind romance, or a separation
announcement from a seemingly happy couple.

Amber  Heard  and  Johnny  Depp:  Depp  recently  announced  his
recent engagement to actress Heard. Two words that came to
mind when I heard this news were “hot mess.” Not because I
think  it’s  too  soon  for  the  actor  to  be  in  a  serious
relationship, but because this relationship has signs of doom

https://cupidspulse.com/68625/celebrity-predictions-amber-heard-kaley-cuoco-hilary-duff/
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written all over it.

The  27-year-old  actress  met  her  50-year-old  fiancé  while
working  on  The  Rum  Diaries.  There  have  been  so  many
allegations about their romance that it’s hard to know what to
believe. The main rumor that stands out is that Depp and Heard
broke up not that long ago so that she could date a woman. He
somehow won her back and put a ring on it.

The only thing that is clear in this relationship is that Depp
is trying his best to keep Heard around. What better way than
to get married! Their relationship energy is two lost souls
floundering around. The biggest question is how long can the
actor can keep his partner entertained before she wants to
leave again. I hope he’s smart enough to get a good prenup, as
there’s no way this relationship is going to last.

On another note, the media keeps trying to make it seem like
Depp’s ex, Vanessa Paradis, is jealous over his engagement.
This rumor couldn’t be further from the truth. Paradis left
Depp; she was the one who didn’t want to get married. Depp has
repeatedly  confirmed  this  truth  in  interviews  since  their
split, and his ex has moved on.

Related Link: Johnny Depp and Amber Heard Are Engaged: Find
Out Why

Kaley Cuoco and Ryan Sweeting: The Big Bang Theory actress
ended a relationship with Henry Cavill and pulled the ultimate
bounce  back:  She  fell  in  love  with  tennis  player,  Ryan
Sweeting, and got married. If you blinked, you may have missed
the whole thing. The couple dated for only five months before
sprinting down the aisle.

There is something rather awesome about this marriage. It’s a
classic case of “you know when you know.” Sure, they got
married quickly, but when I look at their relationship, it
looks like they both knew it was meant to be. Cuoco was
looking for something different when she met Sweeting. They’ve

http://cupidspulse.com/johnny-depp-amber-heard-engaged/
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been together before in a past life, which is why it felt so
comfortable when they met this time around.

The bets have started on when they’ll divorce, but save your
money. These two are going to be together for awhile. Don’t be
surprised if a baby announcement comes within a matter of
months. Baby energy is swirling around the blonde beauty.
Since they’re having so much fun together, Cuoco would like to
wait a little bit before having kids, but babies have a way of
sneaking in when they’re ready.

Related Link: Kaley Cuoco Celebrates Bridal Shower with Famous
Friends

Hilary Duff and Mike Comrie: Looks like one Disney princess is
about to get a divorce from her Prince Charming. This move
comes as a surprise to many people who thought that Duff and
Comrie  were  a  happily  married  couple.  As  I  look  at  the
singer’s energy, she’s in a totally different place than she
was when she got married. A part of her looked up to Comrie as
her older andwiser lover. Well, getting married and having a
baby will make a woman grow up really quickly. Long story
short, she snapped out of it.

Duff will always have love in her heart for Comrie, but it’s
not the kind of love that keeps a marriage going strong. The
passion between the two of them left a long time ago. It also
looks like Duff considers Comrie a big turnoff, and once a
woman is turned off by a man, it’s hard to go back.

It’s great that they tried everything in their power to stay
together, but it’s time for them to both move on. Duff is
going to come back with a resurgence in her career. She’s
going to gain some new fans with her hot MILF status, but
dating will not be her priority; she will be focused on being
a single mother during this new chapter in her life.

For more information on Shoshi, click here.
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Johnny Depp and Amber Heard
Are Engaged: Find Out Why

By Louisa Gonzales

The union between Johnny Depp and Amber Heard is not your
typical  romance.  Johnny  Depp,  50,  is  23  years  older  than
rising actress Amber Heard, 27, but the major age gap hasn’t
hindered  the  two  lovebirds  relationship.  Even  though  the
couple only recently went public with their love, they are now
engaged! Depp’s previous relationship with French singer and
actress Vanessa Paradis lasted 14 years, but he never wed his
then-girlfriend and mother of his two children Lily Rose, 14,
and Jack, 11. Heard, who hasn’t been shy about expressing her

https://cupidspulse.com/68210/johnny-depp-amber-heard-engaged/
https://cupidspulse.com/68210/johnny-depp-amber-heard-engaged/


sexuality, previous partner was with a woman, Tasya Van Ree, a
photographer. According to People, a source who is close to
Depp revealed the reason for their quick engagement is because
Depp believes she is his perfect match and is attracted to her
“individuality”  and  “free  spirit”.  Congratulations  are  in
order for the newly engaged couple!

How do you know when you’ve found “the one”? 

Cupid’s Advice:

Being in love can give you a number of mixed emotions, it is
exciting, fun and scary. The reasons people are attracted to
one another depends on the person and their preferences, but
unlike attraction sometimes love can’t be explained. How does
one know if they have found their perfect match? Cupid has
some advice on you can tell if you have found “the one”:

1. They make you happy: Do you find yourself catching your
breath when you first see them, does you tummy start doing
somersaults and get butterflies when you’re around them? If
you feel these things and find yourself always smiling and
laughing  around  them,  chances  are  they  make  you  happy.
Happiness is the key to every good relationship. Once you’ve
found the person who makes you happy and always finds a way to
cheer you up, never let them go.

Related: Johnny Depp and Amber Heard Go Public with Their
Romance at Rolling Stones Concert

2. You’re always thinking about them: Is your lover always on
your  mind  or  do  you  catch  yourself  relating  things  or
experiences back to them? Do little things remind you of them?
If the answer to these questions are yes, signs point that
your significant other is a big part of your life. When you
have met your soulmate everything about them just consumes
you. It is scary to think about how someone can have such a
hold on you or cause such a huge impact on your life, but at

http://www.people.com/people/article/0,,20777878,00.html
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the same time it feels exhilarating,new and life changing.

Related: Ashlee Simpson Is Engaged to Evan Ross

3. You love everything about them, the good and the bad: True
love isn’t about liking only a few things about the person, it
is about loving all of them and accepting everything that
comes along with them. No one is perfect, but when you love
some one you accept and rather enjoy their imperfections. You
know you really care about a person when you are constantly
trying prove to them why they are worth it and special to you.
When you find a partner you truly believe in, it is not just
for now, but forever.

How can you tell if you have found “the one”? Share your tips
below.

Amber  Heard  Talks  Johnny
Depp:  ‘Not  Part  of  My
Professional Life’
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By April Littleton

Amber Heard has finally opened up about her relationship with
Johnny Depp. The 27-year-old actress told Flare magazine that
she wanted to keep her love life private and out of the
spotlight.  In 2012, a source told UsMagazine.com that the
pair are “100 percent dating” and that Depp “treats her very
well.”  The couple were recently spotted holding hands while
walking the red carpet together at Depp’s latest film The Lone
Ranger in June.

When is the right time to go public with a new relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Dating  someone  new  is  fun  and  exciting,  especially  when
there’s no one around to tell you how you should act in your
relationship. It’s OK to keep your love life private, but
there will come a time when you need to fill in a few key
people in your life. Cupid has some tips:

1. It’s getting serious: If you’re just casual dating, there’s
no  need  to  inform  your  friends  and  family,  especially  if

http://www.flare.com/
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you’re seeing more than one person. Your loved ones should
only get involved when the situation starts to get serious. It
takes more than a few dates to know if who you’re seeing is
someone you want in your life long-term. Take your time and
continue to have fun getting to know each other before you
tell the whole world about a flame that may fizzle out in a
few days.

2. You’ve defined the relationship: A lot of the time, people
don’t like to talk about their relationship because they don’t
even know if they’re actually in one. Get ready to have “the
talk” if your partner is playing hot and cold with you. You
need to know where you stand as a couple, if you even are a
couple. If you both agree that you want to try something more
exclusive, then it’s OK to share the good news with a few
close friends.

3. The L-word: You definitely need to go public if you’re in
love! There’s nothing stopping you from going public with your
significant other if the two of you are in a committed, loving
relationship. That doesn’t mean you have to tell everyone you
know via Facebook or Twitter, but it would be nice to be able
to share some details about who said the L word first with
your best friend or your mom.

When did you know it was the right time to go public with your
relationship? Comment below.

Celebrity Couple: Johnny Depp
and  Amber  Heard  Go  Public
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with Their Romance at Rolling
Stones Concert

By Meghan Fitzgerald

This past Saturday at the Echoplex in Los Angeles, Amber Heard
and Johnny Depp stepped out from the shadows with their low-
key  romance  at  a  surprise  Rolling  Stones  concert.
UsMagazine.com  reported  that  the  actor,  49,  and  his  Rum
Diary costar, 27, were photographed holding hands in the crowd
of the concert. According to Hollywood Life, the couple has
kept their relationship on the down low, reported to have
started dating shortly after Depp and ex, Vanessa Paradis
ended last June.

How do you keep your relationship away from prying eyes?
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Cupid’s Advice:

It is not necessary for the rest of the world to be in your
business. Cupid has some advice:

1. Communication: When you are in a relationship, you need to
talk with your partner of who you want to talk to, what you
want to talk about, and the secrecy of your relationship. If
you want eyes all over your relationship, talk about your
relationship to everyone. If you don’t want you or your mate
to talk about your business, make sure you talk about it.

2. Discreteness: It is easy to keep your relationship away
from others if you keep your partnership on the down low. Like
Johnny Depp and all of his relationships, keep your business
to yourself only. No one else needs to know about your fights,
relationship status, or love. You and your mate are the only
ones who need to worry and talk about your relationship.

3.  Happiness:  If  you  want  to  keep  people  away  from  your
relationship, act happy as anything. Even if you and your beau
are not exactly happy, play it off as you are. People are more
likely to pry into your relationship if they know that you and
your partner are having problems. So put on a smile and it
will ward off any unwanted eyes.

Have you kept your relationship away from prying eyes? Explain
your experience below.

Six  Celebrity  Couples  We
Never Imagined Together

https://cupidspulse.com/18879/six-surprising-celebrity-couples-never-imagined-together/
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By Abbi Comphel and Whitney Johnson

There are plenty of pairings that just make sense: peanut
butter  and  jelly;  flip-flops  and  the  beach;  bright  red
lipstick and that little black dress, to name a few. That’s
not to say that unexpected matches don’t make their mark:
bacon and chocolate (seriously); navy and black; cowboy boots
in the summertime. This idea holds true for relationships,
too. Sometimes, a couple just seems right, and other times, it
takes a bit more convincing to understand why they’re a good
fit.

If  nothing  else,  the  celebrity
couples below prove that love can

http://cupidspulse.com/104601/whitney-johnson/


pop  up  in  the  most  unexpected
places  and  that  opposites  do
attract.   As  for  bacon  and
chocolate, the jury is still out.

1. Johnny Depp and Amber Heard: In latest celebrity news, this
A-list actor married the Magic Mike XXL star in February 2015.
The celebrity couple have been together for quite some time
now. With a 23-year age difference, the pair have definitely
made headlines. Heard doesn’t want to be known as Depp’s wife.
She wants to make a strong name for herself in the acting
world. This is one beautiful power couple!

2. Heidi Klum and Seal: For Klum, it was love at first sight:
she saw Seal in a New York City hotel lobby and knew that he
was “the whole package.” They were together for quite some
time and were madly in love. The celebrity couple sadly did
not  make  it  like  everyone  thought  they  would,  and  the
relationship ended up celebrity divorce. But they are still
very  good  friends  and  enjoy  raising  their  four  children
together.

Related Link: Heidi Klum & Seal Shoot Revealing Music Video 

3. Lady Gaga and Taylor Kinney: Everyone was shocked when they
heard Lady Gaga was dating someone and even more surprised
when they found out it was actor Taylor Kinney. The two are
talked about in the media because they keep their relationship
very private. They have been together for about four years now
and seem very happy together. They were first introduced when
Gaga was filming her music video for “You and I.”

4.  Isla  Fisher  and  Sacha  Baron  Cohen:  This  petite,  fiery
redhead and tall funnyman wed in a private ceremony in Paris
in 2010 after eight years together. The couple are now raising
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their three children in Los Angeles. Keeping in line with the
secrecy of their celebrity wedding, the couple waited quite a
while to reveal the names of their celebrity kids: Olive,
Elula Lottie Miriam, and Montgomery Moses Brian Baron Cohen.

5. AnnaLynne McCord and Dominic Purcell: The 90210 starlet and
Prison Break actor were first spotted together in June 2011
and the two were very in love. With a 17-year age difference
this celebrity relationship had a few struggles. But it seems
the two are back together and still in love. McCord celebrated
her  28th  birthday  this  summer  and  Purcell  was  there  to
celebrate.

Related Link: Isla Fisher Vacations with Sacha Baron Cohen,
Kids

6. Ellen Pompeo and Chris Ivery:  Viewers are used to seeing
Pompeo, who is best known for playing the title character of
Meredith Grey on ABC’s medical drama, Grey’s Anatomy.  On the
show she was courted by and now married to McDreamy, the lead
neurosurgeon  at  Seattle  Grace  Hospital  played  by  Patrick
Dempsey.  However, in the real world, she has found her own
McDreamy in record producer Chris Ivery, who she married on
November 9, 2007.

Who are some other unlikely celebrity couples? Share your
thoughts below.
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